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Mr. Speaker, as a result of verbal information that I gave you
several weeks ago, you felt that a trip to Washington was necessary
in order for me to correlate what information I could from the
appropriate Federal Officials. With your permission, Rep. George
DiLorenzo of East Boston, Rep. Albert Gammal of Worcester and
Rep. Joseph DiCarlo of Revere were to accompany me on the trip.

All of the appointments with the various Federal Officials were
made by Speaker McCormack and Senator Brooke.

At this point it might be well to briefly outline wffiat our purpose
was and what wr e hoped to gain by such a trip to our Capital.

As you know, the Massachusetts Port Authority submitted
what is purported to be their Master Plan for the future expansion
of Logan International Airport. Air. Speaker, I was more than
horrified to see that the Massachusetts Port Authority has com-
mitted Logan to the S.S.T. Jumbo Jet Airport for this area, with
F.A.A. approval. Bearing in mind that Logan is situated in the
most highly congested area of not only Boston, but all of New
England, my personal observations and many of my colleagues
agree, that to subject the people in this area to the increased noises
and pollution and hazardous conditions that will accompany these

“huge giant aircraft is criminal malfeasance on the part of the
Massachusetts Port Authority.

Having tried to get information from the Massachusetts Port
Authority, we have been getting half truths at best. For example:

a we have been told that when the jets land, they must reverse their
engines, (which by the way create a tremendous roar and actually

4 At last minute’s notice, Rep. DiCarlo was unable to make the
trip.
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vibrates the homes in my community), so that they can slow down
before they go off the end of the runway. This they said was a
safety factor. The F.A.A. in Washington, however, told us that this
is not a safety factor, but that it is done for economic reasons, such
as: (a) clear runway so other aircraft can land immediately,

(6) save expense on tires and brakes.
One of the main reasons for the trip was to find out how long it

will be before a quieter engine will be available. Without exception,
we were told by all Federal Agencies, that it will be at least ten
years before any significant noise reduction can be expected.

Another question we wanted answered: Could Federal Legisla-
tion be enacted to assist us? Speaker McCormack informed us that
some legislation is pending before Congress. Here again, most
legislation pending or anticipated for the near future can be of
little value to us now.

Mr. Speaker, I have evaluated all of the information that we
received in Washington and suggested the following be given
careful consideration:

1. Most important is the immediate study of a second airport,
preferably out to sea so that we will not be transferring what is a
tremendous problem to us to somebody else. I noticed this past
week that in the news release from the Massachusetts Port Au-
thority they are mentioning more often the second airport, so it
would appear that our idea is wT orthy of some consideration.

2. The Massachusetts Port Authority can do more than they
have been doing in regard to operational and procedural practices
required by the airlines. Again, to be fair, it is my understanding
that in the past few weeks, some steps have been taken along these
fines.

3. To use the words of Speaker McCormack, “The public must
show an interest in the problem of Jet Noise and let their
indignation be heard to the State and Federal Officials.”

4. One fact was stressed by us to these men in Washington; that
we in the Metropolitan Area were here long before the airport, so
that we are unique from other parts of the country who are trying
to combat this universal problem. In the opinion of most of the
people to whom we talked, if litigation were brought about, we
would have an advantage.
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5. Some of the information that we received was that Connec-
ticut and New Jersey are trying desperately to study the possibility
of having the S.S.T. Jumbo Jet Airport for the East Coast. I think
that the M.P.A. has been remiss in its duty and obligation to this
Commonwealth if they haven’t been doing some work toward the
possibility of having it here in Boston Harbor. If we can believe the
Master Plan submitted to the Legislature last February which was
purported to be the ten-year program, it would appear that no
consideration has been given to the real future growth of the Air
Transportation for the New England Area. I am sure that no
consideration was ever given to the people who live in the
Metropolitan Area.

It may seem odd that we recommend more air traffic to Massa-
chusetts. We fully recognize and appreciate what such a facility
will mean to Boston and all of New England. If careful planning is
started now, not the haphazard and piece-meal way that has been
done so far, we can enjoy not only the economic benefits that
follow with such a facility, but in the right location, we can enjoy
our God given rights to peace, safety and tranquility.

6. We were also informed that in order to expand with what they
call “compatible use of land”, the M.P.A. will require the right of
eminent domain. If the M.P.A. is given the right of eminent
domain, there is little doubt by all that Winthrop and East Boston
are in jeopardy of being taken for the so-called “compatible use of
land”.

Quoting from the M.P.A. report, Senate No. 1298, page 23

“It is concluded that the only effective way to control the use
of land is to own it. As factors associated with airport
environment conflict become more pronounced, new policies
and programs will be needed in scale with the problem. This
might, ideally, take the form of airport-aid grants far beyond
the level of the program under which the F.A.A. now assists in
the construction of airports. The object would be to make it
possible to acquire enough land adjacent to an airport to
protect it from its neighbors.”
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Also quoting from the Bulletin sent to me from the Presidential
Advisor, Office of Science and Technology, Dr. Nicholas E.
Golovin:

“It is my guess that the noise environment near the John
Fitzgerald Kennedy Airport and the Los Angeles International
Airport and near other large and growing jet airports will
continue to deteriorate—and that there is little prospect of
any major actions to arrest this trend for at least five years
and, probably, for a substantially longer period.”

Mr. Speaker, as your Chairman on the Committee of Aero-
nautics, I want to thank you for the opportunity to go to
Washington and get this information in attempting to solve what is
probably the most important problem facing the Metropolitan
Boston Area. At the present time, many studies are being con-
ducted to determine what effect this jet noise is having on our
education, our health, and our well being. I have read with interest
some of the studies that have been done in Europe and not

recognized by our experts in this country. They are not recognized
because we in this country put the economic factor before the
peace, comfort, and safety of the people.

Our Recommendations are as follows:
1. Planning for a second airport should begin immediately so

that construction on a second facility can be started as soon as
possible to accommodate the projected aviations industry boom.
Not as recommended bv the M.P.A. in 1980 or 1985—ten to fifteen
years hence.

2. More concerted effort by the Legislature and the Governor to
force the M.P.A. to enforce procedural regulations which can abate
some of the noise. These have been flagrantly violated.

3. That a six man House Committee be appointed by you to aid
and advise the citizens on noise problems as well as work in close
harmony with the M.P.A. for the future expansion of Aviation for
the New England Area. Let us not lose sight of the fact that along
with progress comes responsibility.

I did not mention names and agencies in my report. The
following is a list of people I spoke to in Washington

F.A.A. Mr. Bill Fliener—lke Hoover
H.U.D. Mr. Richard Alexander
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House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce—Mr.
Andy Stevens

Presidential Advisor on Science and Technology—Mr. Nicholas
Golovin

Psychological Effects on People—Dr. Ivan Bennett
Library of Congress Dr. Charles Sheldon—project on Sonic boom

and jet noise.

Speaker McCormack

Respectively submitted for the Committee

RALPH E. SIRIANNI,
Chairman.

GEORGE DiLORENZO
ALBERT GAMMAL

Senator Brooke








